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Web-to-host emulation solutions are becoming more
prevalent as companies turn to the Internet as an eco-
nomical means of remote access. Quickly replacing the

dedicated dial-in lines, banks of modems, RAS (Reliability,
accessibility and serviceability) servers and protocol converters is
the router with a single connection to the local Internet service
provider (ISP). The focus of many web-to-host products
has been fast, secure, and easy browser-based access
to IBM-based data over the Internet. Early
implementations met these requirements but
fell short when compared to full-featured,
fat-client emulators many users had on
their desktops at work. Until recently,
web-to-host connectivity had been rele-
gated to a secondary role but is now
emerging as the viable means of IBM
connectivity everywhere in the enterprise.

Web-to-host products tout several
advantages over their desktop-bound pre-
decessors including centralized application
deployment and management of user configu-
rations, concurrent licensing, data stream security,
and user authentication. These advantages can result
in such significant cost savings through reduced licensing
fees, annual maintenance, and helpdesk support that companies are
looking beyond the next chargeable upgrade from their current
emulator vendor to see what this new web-to-host marketplace has
to offer.

Web-to-host is a somewhat nebulous term that seems to mean
more to vendors of these solutions than it does to anyone else. For
the purposes of this article, web-to-host means any type of access
to an IBM mainframe or midrange terminal or printer session
initiated through an Internet browser. This is a fairly open definition
that encompasses the majority of the solutions, but does not include
the direct database access products, as the purpose of this article is
to discuss web-to-host products suitable to replace traditional
desktop emulators.

Web-enabled desktop emulators are installed on the end user’s
computer through a web server-based application, creating a
custom directory structure, program group, and desktop icons.
These products use the web server as a means of distribution and
updating while allowing the user to launch and use the emulator
without a browser once it is installed. The connection is directly
between the user’s computer and the host system in a two-tier
configuration. Scalability is not usually an issue because the
emulation is distributed among the connected computers rather
than on a central server.

Browser-based emulators are the most prevalent of the web-to-
host solutions. They are browser-dependent, requiring a browser to
launch the emulation and initiate a host session. The emulation
code is automatically downloaded by the browser and runs on the
local machine. These products may be Java, Microsoft COM,
Netscape plug-ins, or some combination. Some of these products

must be downloaded every time a session is launched or
run from the browser cache, while other products are

permanently stored by the browser. All of these
solutions provide a means to automatically

update the emulation code and user configu-
rations when necessary. Many browser-based
emulators do not allow the users to make
and save changes to their emulator settings
locally, but use those provided by the
administrator. Nearly all of the browser-
based emulators on the market today

require the browser to continue running to
maintain the emulator session; therefore,

closing the browser closes the emulator,
killing the host session. Some notable exceptions

are eZ3270 from Renex and IBM Host on
Demand when it is installed as a Java application on

the user’s PC.
Browser-based emulators are available in both two-tier and

three-tier architectures, some running directly from the mainframe
web server, while others require an NT or Unix server to host the
web application that launches the emulator or redirects the data
stream from the browser to the host Telnet server. In two-tier imple-
mentations, scalability to thousands of users is usually not a problem
since most of the emulation is distributed among the connected
computers. Depending upon the amount and type of processing
performed on the middle-tier server, three-tier implementations
could have scalability limitations.

HTML emulation is also browser-dependent, however no emulation
code must be downloaded to the browser. HTML emulation can be
used to present an HTML rendering of a green screen in a browser.
Its strength lies in presenting host screen content with other data
and graphics on a web page in a format that is attractive and easy
to use, rather than data entry tasks that benefit from fast, local
emulation. Three-tier HTML emulation solutions can require
significant server processing power to connect to the host as a
terminal then render the terminal session data in HTML. However,
scalability may become an issue when supporting hundreds or
thousands of concurrent users.

In a company where hundreds or thousands of employees use an
emulator every day to perform their daily tasks, planning and
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As the technology pendulum swings back toward centralized computing and trimming down the desktop,
web-to-host emulators are poised to replace their fat-client counterparts.
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executing the next upgrade is difficult
enough, much less replacing it with a
completely different product. The future
savings afforded by the new solution must
outweigh the costs of change. The roll out
must be easy and the users cannot lose the
features, functionality, and performance
necessary to maintain or increase their level
of productivity.

Some items to consider when analyzing
an existing solution for replacement with a
web-to-host product include the following:

◆ How many different emulators are in
use company-wide that could be
replaced with a single web-to-host
solution? In many cases, business units
within an organization were permitted
to choose their own emulators, resulting
in several different emulators throughout
the enterprise requiring separately
trained support staff and separate
maintenance contracts.

◆ How much is the current software
maintenance and support contract?
Many organizations maintain contracts
for the support and ongoin
maintenance of emulators since they
are so vital to daily operations. Check
the IBM maintenance contract to see
how much PCOM or Host on Demand
maintenance costs. It can appear free
when wrapped up with the rest of the
maintenance charges.

◆ How many seats are licensed vs. the
number of concurrent users on the
system? This is where much of the cost
savings can be realized. In the old
desktop model, anyone who used an
emulator, no matter how infrequently,
needed an emulator license and the
associated support. Under concurrent
licensing, you only pay for the
maximum number of users connected
simultaneously. The users-to-concurrent
users ratio could be as high as 100:1 or
more in some cases, resulting in
significant savings in both license costs
and ongoing maintenance.

◆ How many help desk incidents result
from emulator issues? How much time
is spent resolving emulator issues?
Companies already spend a significant
amount of time and money supporting
both shrinkwrapped and custom appli-
cations on the desktop. Can implement-
ing a centrally managed emulation
solution reduce this?

◆ Which protocols are required? Desktop
emulators support a wide variety of
connectivity options including SNA,
APPN/APPC, QELMU, LUA, etc.,
while most web-to-host products only
support Telnet-based protocols such as
TN3270/TN3270E. Some applications
that work fine using an SNA emulator
may not work properly using TN3270
or TN3270E due to some minor issues
with the protocol specification.

◆ Are daily business processes performed
using proprietary macro and scripting
languages provided with the existing
emulator? Many desktop emulators
provide macro or scripting capability
using a proprietary implementation. In
some cases, important daily business
processing is performed using these
macros and scripts that were produced
in an ad hoc fashion.

◆ Are HLLAPI, OLE, DDE or other
API-based emulator applications used?
Graphical user interfaces (GUIs),
application data exchange, and
automation are performed through
emulators using these methods. New
technologies include Microsoft COM,
Microsoft Scripting Host, the TN3270
Working Group’s Open Host Interface
Objects (OHIO), and IBM’s Host
Access Class Libraries. Are there existing
applications that must work with the
new web-to-host emulator?

◆ Are specific LU names used to assign
system resources to users? While most
systems that rely on the LU model to
allocate system resources use pooled
LUs, many companies still rely on
specific LU assignments for each user’s
display and printer sessions. How can

this model be easily implemented in a
web-to-host environment?

◆ How many additional users who were
previously denied access could be given
mainframe access because of licensing
or logistical issues by deploying a
desktop emulator? Telecommuters,
vendors, business partners, and customers
could be given mainframe access through
web-to-host applications.

Creating a short list of products to evaluate
is facilitated through information and product
demonstrations available on vendor web
sites. The very nature of web-to-host
emulation makes live web demonstrations
an accurate measure of the product’s capa-
bilities. These live web demos also save a
significant amount of time during the early
stages of evaluation by eliminating the need
to install and configure a web server and
then install and configure the product
before seeing the first host screen.

Some important items to consider when
selecting web-to-host solutions for evaluation
include the following:

◆ Web Server Platform Support —
Some of the web-to-host solutions
available may be loaded directly on a
mainframe-based web server, while
others require a specific web server
platform, the most popular being
Windows NT and Internet Information
Server (IIS).

◆ Server Location Relative to the IBM
Host — If the web-to-host solution is
located on the mainframe or is a two-tier
solution, a web hosting service may be
used for the web-to-host applications as
well as for other corporate web serving
functions. The users go to the hosted
site to get the web-based emulator
installed in the browser and then con-
nect directly to the mainframe.

◆ Client Platform Support — The
dominant platform in business today is
the 32-bit Windows operating system,
which is supported by virtually every
web-to-host product available. Active-X
and plug-in-based emulators are typically
Windows-only products. Java is a
platform-independent language, but any
Java solution should be tested
thoroughly on every target platform to
ensure compatibility.

◆ Supported Browsers — The two
dominant browsers found on business
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computers are Netscape Navigator and
Internet Explorer. These browsers provide
different support for downloaded web
content. Internet Explorer supports
Active-X but Netscape does not.
Netscape supports Java Smart Update
but Internet Explorer does not. Both
support Java and plug-ins. Most
web-to-host solutions have support for
both browsers, however, some provide
separate emulators for Netscape and
Internet Explorer.

◆ User Interface Customization — It is
difficult to change the interface that
users have become accustomed to, but
these changes can be made easier by
configuring the new product to look
and work as closely to the original as
possible. Keyboard maps, colors,
macros, and button pads are a few of
the customizable items.

◆ User Interface GUI — Changing the
look of the mainframe application from
a green screen to a GUI is a major
feature of many web-to-host products.
The change to a GUI can be as simple
as adding buttons and edit boxes to the
screen to complete screen-by-screen
rejuvenation to hide fields, hide screens,
combine screens, embed additional
business logic, and process web forms.
GUI builders available for web-to-host
products may be used to replace or
re-engineer existing GUI interfaces
used with the current desktop emulator.

◆ API Support — Application
programming interfaces (APIs) allow
other programs to access mainframe
screens through the emulator, the most
familiar of which is HLLAPI. If an
existing application must be used with
web-to-host, test the API support to
ensure compatibility. An added bonus
of products like Renex’s eZ3270 and
BlueZone is the ability to distribute and
control the version of additional
user-supplied files such as GUI inter-
faces, scripts, and macros.

◆ Browser-based and Web-enabled
Desktop Emulator Similarity — In the
case where a web-enabled desktop
emulator and a browser-based emulator
must be rolled out in the same
organization, it is beneficial if they have
an identical look and feel to reduce
training and support costs. Look for a
product where the desktop client and the
web client are identical or nearly identical.

◆ Scalability — Scalability can be a
significant issue when hundreds or
thousands of simultaneous users are on
the system. All web-to-host emulation
solutions share the characteristic of
using the web server to launch one or
more sessions to the host. In a two-tier
solution, the web server loads a page
that updates and launches the emulator
sessions only. The host connection is
made directly from the user’s computer.
In a three-tier solution, where a server
sits between the user and the host and
is providing emulation, encryption/
decryption, or data stream redirection,
increasing the number of users directly
impacts the load on the server. File
transfers and printer data streams can
also greatly impact server throughput
and response times.

◆ Data Stream/Device Support — The
level of data stream support varies
between products. Some products are
display emulators only, while others
support SCS (LU1) and DSC (LU3)
printer emulation. Host graphics,
extended attributes, and APL characters
are a few items that may not be
supported in all products.

◆ Data Stream Security — The most
widely used data stream security for
TN3270 is Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).
It is directly supported in OS/390 starting

with version 2.6 and will be available
for Z/OS, Z/VM, and Z/VSE. SSL
security for FTP will be available in the
Z release of these operating systems
also. Where connecting users directly to
the mainframe using SSL is not possible
or desirable, SSL proxy servers are
available to encrypt the data between
the client and the proxy server, and then
send the data as clear text to the host.

◆ User Authentication and Integration
with the Existing Security
Infrastructure — Mainframe security
systems are the last line of defense against
unauthorized access to applications and
data. Web-to-host solutions can provide
additional authentication methods
including open standards such as X.509,
digital certificates, RADIUS and
TACACS, and proprietary methods such
as RSA’s SecurID and Axent’s Secure
Net Key token authentication, Blockade’s
Enterprise Security Server (ESS), and
Windows NT Domain Authentication.
Firewalls, Virtual Private Networks
(VPNs), and proxy servers can also provide
user authentication prior to letting the
user access the network. Single sign-on
products can help prevent an authenticated
network user from impersonating another
user on the mainframe.

◆ Ease of Implementation and
Maintenance — Changes, upgrades,
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and additions are typical of any
application. How easy is it to imple-
ment changes and have them accurately
updated to the users the next time they
connect? Is there a management interface
to add, change, and delete users with
their associated information?

◆ Supported Protocols — Web-to-host
products support the Telnet-based
protocols at a minimum but may also
support SNA, IP3270, APPN/APPC, or
gateway clients. TN3270E has proven
suitable for the majority of mainframe
applications, but does have some
shortcomings related to the keyboard
lock state on screens containing multiple
screen writes, which can cause problems
with type-ahead, automated input, and
scripts. When converting from SNA-
based emulators, test applications to
ensure that they work satisfactorily.
Products such as BlueZone and eZ3270
from Renex have a keyboard restore
counter that can be used to identify
screens that could have problems.

◆ Configuration Control — One of the
great benefits of web-to-host is
complete control over the user’s
emulator. However, some sites might
want to allow some or all users to
modify and save their configurations.
The capability to control what the user
can change and if the changes can be
saved should be configurable on a
user-by-user or group basis.

◆ Downloaded Code Size — Web-to-host
capability does not necessarily mean a
product is suitable for general Internet
use. Downloaded code size varies
greatly between products from a few
thousand bytes to many megabytes and
can take up to 30 minutes to load the
first time over a dialup connection for
the larger products. Size does not
necessarily reflect the functionality of
the product. Well-written software can
be small and feature rich.

◆ Browser/Emulator Relationship —
The nature of web-to-host products is
their reliance on the browser to provide
the means to access a mainframe display
or printer session. Once that session is
established, can that browser session be
used for other functions? Can it be
closed without losing the session? Do
additional sessions require a new
instance of the browser? Browsers that
routinely crash will result in the loss of
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THE CLIENTTHE CLIENT

Our client was a medium-sized, Midwest-based insurance company with about
5,000 mainframe users, using primarily IBM’s Personal Communications 16-bit windows
client as well as several different emulators. When the time came to upgrade, the
web-to-host promises of central administration, concurrent licensing, and browser-based
access were worth a look. Could a thin web-based solution replace a deeply
entrenched fat-client emulator?

THE PRTHE PROBLEMOBLEM

The company had several SNA or coax-connected 16-bit emulators in use that needed
to be upgraded to work well with the latest Windows operating system.At the time, the
mainframe was upgraded to OS/390 2.7 and TN3270E support for emulator connections.

The user base consisted of about 5,000 users, with each user having between three to
nine specific LU name assignments, one for each mainframe session. Printer sessions were
to be connected to specific LUs with the print jobs directed to these printers using a printer
name. Mobile users needed mainframe access to enter claim information in real time.
Several groups of users needed AS/400 emulator to connect to business partner’s systems.

The mainframe was connected through an IBM 2216 with a backup 2216. Disaster
recovery was instantly available in the event of a network or system outage.

THE OBJECTIVESTHE OBJECTIVES

The following objectives needed to be met:

THE SOLUTIONTHE SOLUTION

Using the Renex Web Manager, BlueZone Emulator, and eZ3270 Web to Host, all of
the aforementioned objectives were met. When someone logs into the Renex Web
Manager using their browser, the Web Manager application looks into the database of
5,000 users and selects the appropriate configuration information. The application
checks the version of the emulator currently installed on the user’s system or in the
browser, upgrades it if needed, and then launches all of the configured sessions with
the proper LU names, labels, and host connections. Once the sessions are launched,
the browser may be closed or used for another purpose. See Figure 1.

Remote dial-in claims adjusters follow the same process.The emulation components
are less than 1MB, and are downloaded in less than four minutes the first time, then
the configured sessions are launched. Subsequent connects use the components
permanently stored in the browser.

Automatic failover is configured in the emulator so that if the primary connection
fails, the emulator will attempt to connect to the backup. If the backup fails, the
emulator automatically connects to the disaster recovery site.

Users that must print use TN3270E printing through their specific printer LU. The
printer name (not the printer LU name) is displayed on the program bar of the printer
emulator to prompt the user when asked for printer name by the mainframe application.

This case study illustrates how a desktop fat-client emulator can be successfully
replaced with a thin-client, browser-based or browser-activated solution powerful
enough to meet the needs of daily mainframe users. Additionally, this solution was
small enough to be easily loaded and updated over a dial-up connection, and centrally
manageable so that “touching” every desktop was eliminated.

●● upgrade to a 32-bit Windows-based
emulator without touching every desktop

●● use browser-based distribution,
configuration, and management

●● allow continued emulator operation
without an active browser session

●● use one product for all internal, external,
and mobile users

●● work equally well on the LAN,WAN
and VPN

●● minimize changes to existing processes to
minimize the effect on user productivity

●● maintain all existing emulator functions

●● license the software on a concurrent
user basis

●● use the existing specific LU name struc-
ture for security and application access

●● use the existing user name, LU name,
and printer name database to assign
emulator configuration parameters

●● individually label each printer session
with the unique printer name

●● configure the TCP/IP automatic failover
in the emulator from the primary 2216
to the backup 2216 and ultimately the
disaster recovery system
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the mainframe emulator session without
an orderly disconnection. If using specific
LUs, the LUs will be inaccessible until
reset manually or released after the
keep-alive or inactivity disconnect
timer triggers.

◆ Specific LU Name Assignment —
TN3270E provides support for requesting
LUs or LU Pools by name. In the case
where users are assigned one or more
LUs, the web-to-host management
interface should allow the assignment
of an LU name for each session defined.
The ability to import existing user/LU
name information from a database can
speed up the configuration and
deployment of thousands of users’ profiles.

◆ Thin-Client Terminals and Network
PCs — Thin-client terminals and network
PCs have built-in emulators, but it may
be desirable to run the same web-to-host
emulator the rest of the organization is
using. Thin-client terminals and network
PCs run a variety of operating systems
including Windows, Windows NT,
Windows CE, Linux, and Java. Check
with the web-to-host software vendor
for compatibility information.

◆ Software Licensing — Web-to-host
products that license on a concurrent
basis can be an excellent value since
the license fee is based on simultaneous
users rather that total users. Check the
concurrent licensing to make sure it is
on a license per user basis rather than a
license per session basis. Site licensing
or processor licensing can also be very
effective, and has the added bonus of
not requiring a license manager function
to meter licenses.

◆ Ongoing Support — How much is
ongoing support and what does it
include? Does it include all minor
and major upgrades as well as bug
fixes? Can new software and patches
be downloaded from the vendor’s
web site? Does the vendor have
knowledgeable support staff who will
answer the phone?

Once a short list of products to evaluate
has been produced, have the vendors
demonstrate the features and benefits of
their products as they relate to your specific
requirements. Every network is different as
are the implementations of applications on

the IBM systems. Case studies and general
network diagrams are a good way to illustrate
the capabilities of a product, but nothing can
replace an evaluation in your own network.

The list of items to consider when select-
ing a web-to-host product illustrates just
how feature-rich these products have
become over the last couple of years. The
fat-client emulators became huge, compli-
cated applications unto themselves that
were expensive and difficult to support. As
the technology pendulum swings back
toward centralized computing and trimming
down the desktop, web-to-host emulators
are poised to replace them.  

Steve Birely is the vice president of
Engineering for Renex Corporation. His
background includes manufacturing manage-
ment for the Renex line of protocol converting
terminal controllers, mechanical design, and
product development. He can be contacted
via email at sbirely@renex.com.
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